Maximise Performance & Sustainability with Data Analytics & Management Solutions

Whether off-the-shelf or fully customised, with our web-based tools you are always in touch with your data.

The Cultinova Web-Application provides access to sensor and human input data on a range of mobile and fixed computing platforms from any location with an Internet connection.

Users can analyse and share gathered information, define limits and alerts, set the access rights of other users and program schedules for the control of equipment such as valves, pumps and lighting at remote locations.

Cultinova sensing and control hardware offers seamless plug-&-play operation with Cultinova cloud-based data management solutions, allowing for the quick and reliable implementation of remote monitoring and control solutions in a range of agricultural, horticultural and environmental monitoring applications, worldwide.

Furthermore, with Cultinova software development services, clients gain access to fully customised web-based software that supports their business, operation and corporate identity. Utilising our existing software and application programming interface framework, we can quickly develop bespoke cloud solutions that empower our client's decision making process.

Temperature 12°C

pH: 6.7

Moisture 18%